1.

In the village of Hanover Center, find a school where boys dream.
Four maples witness fathers and sons muster on the green.
A church steeple tolls as they come back home.
A graveyard nearby, they no longer roam.
Find the name of the green where Soldiers trained for their military duty.

2.

Travel to Strafford; find a cottage that’s pink.
Where Justin Morrill liked to think.
He dreamt a plan of higher education for all
That Abraham Lincoln signed into law.
Walk up the hill. Collect the name of the place plants could survive.
Additional Adventure: The Town House Quest
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3.

In Newbury, NH, the Fells is a place you must see,
Summer home to John Hay, Lincoln’s personal secretary.
In homage to the President, a log cabin was made,
A rock foundation is all that remains today.
Find the “Old Garden” and white gate there.
Behind the sign, look down to what remains.
Name the flowering tree nearby.

4.

On Route 11 in Newport east of town,
Sarah Josepha Hale’s marker can be found.
To Abraham Lincoln, a letter she did write.
She had a mission for which she did fight.
What holiday did she convince President Lincoln to sign into law?

Additional Adventure: Visit the Richards Free Library & the Civil War Memorial on the
Green.

5.

The Soldiers Memorial Building stands on the Lebanon Green as a way
To honor veterans of the Civil War and today.
Inside stained glass and marble honor loved ones
While exhibits teach “loyalty and devotion to their country” to young ones.
What three items are on the Roof of this building?
Additional Adventure: Visit this building on Memorial Day or the 4th of July.

6.

In Windsor, on Route 5 The Old Constitution House stands
Where 72 delegates came across the land.
A new government they framed with free education for all.
The Republic of Vermont was what it was called.
What did the 1777 Constitution prohibit?

7.

On Route 113 in Thetford you will find
Timothy Frost Chapel and cemetery behind.
Look for the obelisk on the right
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To find a man who for the end of slavery did fight.
A.L. Sanborn recruited black men to serve
And suffered a death he did not deserve.
Find the word on the GAR star.

Additional Adventure: Thetford Center Civil War Cemetery Quest

8.

The American Precision Museum in Windsor hosted a technological revolution.
Interchangeable parts were the solution!
Machines inside made rifles for the Union,
A backbone of power in the Industrial Revolution.
The Robbins & Lawrence Machine Shop was also what?
Additional Adventure: Windsor in the 1860’s Quest.

9.

On Route 14, Hartford Cemetery is found just before the overpass.
Drive up and turn right at the fork, but not too fast.
A soldier stands representing many
And is dedicated to the man on the penny.
Over 100 soldiers are buried here.
Their stories captured by students are near.
Turn around; find the box hanging in the tree of pine,
Scan the code, see what you can find.
At the statue, find the name of the club that dedicated the monument.

10.

In Woodstock’s River Street Cemetery Follow the compass point north.
There rests George Hart, former slave from the south.
He joined the Mass 54th and south he was sent
With our country’s first black regiment.
George was not alone in his Quest to free slaves,
Walk south down the path and Look for more graves.
Two clues, MA 54 and the metal star,
Look closely, you won’t have to go far.
What is the last name of Charles & William?

Additional Adventure: Download the Civil War Walking Tour app for Marsh-BillingsRockefeller National Historical Park.
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11.

On Main Street in Norwich Beside the church that is gray

12.

On a hill in Cornish is a place of contemplation
Where Augustus Saint-Gaudens sculpted to help heal a nation.
Find Robert Gould Shaw and his 54th Regiment.
An olive branch above, peace for a nation it meant.
Complete the Latin phrase, Omnia Relinquit . . . (which means “He gave his all
for his country.”)

Find a marker with bricks & lots to say.
Norwich University was located here
Training “enlightened & useful” Soldiers with gear.
The entire graduating class of 1862
Enlisted to fight and trained others too.
Where did the bricks in the Memorial come from?
Additional Adventure: Historic Walking Tour of Norwich. Brochures on the side porch of
the Norwich Historical Society.
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